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The latest artworld news, views, and announcements

PATTI PAN, REVART FOUNDER,

FEATURED INTERVIEW WITH C-VILLE

“Business is a pain for [artists],” she says. “They like creation…
but they also want to make a living.” That’s where RevArt
comes in. The startup handles IP licensing for its clients
and helps them make commercial connections. Really, Pan
says, the goal is to expose inexperienced artists to a
profitability they might not otherwise reach. “The whole IP
licensing market grows 10 percent every year. People don’t
know that.” --- Read More

“I want to disrupt the industry and make the art
world more like democracy.”
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In Jonathan Harris’s introduction
to Globalization and
Contemporary Art (2011),  he states
that “awareness of global context
and conditions has come to shape
how artists conceive, realize,
manifest, and attempt to sell and
many other ways propagate their
works…” (Harris, 8). Murakami
used his superflat art to translate
Japanese Otaku culture and
Japanese traditional idiom to the
global viewer without barriers.
Besides pop culture, he also
brought in many reality themes
into his works. His series work
related to Tōhoku earthquake and
tsunami in Japan 2011, brought
tremendous global attention to
this tragedy. All these influences
should credit to Murakami’s strong
performance at business
collaboration throughout these
years. Starting from his Louis
Vuitton collaboration, to Kanye
West’s album cover commission
work, until recent projects with
Billie Eilish and Uniqlo, all of
these events aided his fine art
market relatively poor sales due to
a glut of works available on the
market. Murakami is no longer
just an artist, he is also a
phenomenon that impacts both
the art and fashion market. The
fame brings him more freedom to
run his own art business and being
a producer of his film.

All kinds of art products, no matter commercial,
purely academic or intellectual art recreation process,
should be regarded as Art.

The business collaboration and intellectual art creation
would aid an artist’s fine art market.

Artists can go beyond as a purely art creator, and
become a curator, theorist, designer, and even an
entrepreneur.

Come as a surprise to everyone, On June 30th, Takashi
Murakami revealed that his gallery and arts company
Kaikai Kiki is facing bankruptcy through an Instagram
video. While many fans and the art community were
sending the support to this best-selling artist, many people
also wondered how such a commercially-successful artist
got to this financial crisis. Before we dive too deep to
discuss whether it’s due to his sci-fi film project or lavish
spending, there are a couple take away we can have from
Murakami’s life story.

Undoubtedly, Murakami is a successful contemporary artist
who blends the lines between fine art and commercial art.
In many perspectives, Murakami has built upon Warhol’s
legacy. He created his unique “Superflat“ style in his art
creation is a combination of pop culture, Japanese tradition
and global context. Nowadays, art is no longer just an
individualized creation, instead, it’s a collective activity. 

TAKASHI MURAKAMI ANNOUNCED

THAT HIS BUSINESS IS FACING

BANKRUPTCY?!

"Art is a collective activities"

“Painting by Takashi Murakami 村上隆: Pom & Me: On the Red Mound of the Dead, 2013 (Acrylic on
canvas mounted on board)” / Blum & Poe / Art Basel Hong Kong 2013 / SML.20130523.6D.13924.SQ
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